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& NEW SEASON....

The Edmonton Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada enters a new season
this week, with the first meeting of the
1962=63 term to be held on Thursday, November
8th« In its thirtieth year of astronomical
activity, the Centre is fortunate to have as
its incoming president, Dr0 Lynn Trainor =
a member of the Society since 19S>80
Dr0 Trainor brings to the Centre, a wealth
of experience in the physical sciences, which
of course, are of interest to amateur and
professional astronomers everywhere,. He is a
member of the American Physical Society, and
of the Canadian Association of Physicists.
Members of the Centre will welcome the
opportunity to extend to Dr. Trainor, and his
newly-elected Councils whole-hearted support
in the coming year - so that by this time
nfeirt year, another successful season in the
history of our Centre will be recorded.

Dr. Trainor •= • At The Controls

The following is the newly-elected slate of officers for the 1962-63 terms
Honorary Presidents Prof . E.3« Keeping
Presidents Dr
« Lynn Trainor
Past Presidents Mr
c Tan C« McLennan
?ice«=presidents Mr
« Fred Jensen
Secretary" Mr
« Alex Stockwell
Treasurers Dr
. H.A. MacGregor

National Delegate;
Observers' reps
Librarian s
Social convenors
STARDUST editors
Meraber~at~ Larges

Dr. D.M. Crosby
Mr, ¥m« Cable
Mr, H.J. Montgomery
Mrs. F. Jensen
Mrs* A. McLennan
Mr0 ¥m. Burley

ANNUAL MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

October llth saw R.A.S.C. members enjoying the annual dinner meeting in the Corona
Hotel• Highlight s of the meeting included the election of the proposed slate of officers = •
by acclamation - as well as the Presidential reportj the Observers' report! and the report
of the Secretary. Th e meeting concluded with a guest speaker.
As his final duty in office, Ian McLennan recalled his years in the Society, and gave
thanks to the membership as a whole, for a most successful year - which included the 1962
** neral Assembly held in Edmontonj and the first steps toward th e establishment of an
_servatory in the City. Bil l Cable summarized the activities of a very active Observers1
group, and outlined their program for the coming year. Ale x Stockwell reviewed the main
speakers and their topics for the past year, as well as those for the popular innovation ,
the Mfeaturette.«
continued^, next page ....
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Annual Meeting Highlightsj continued*
Mr. Stuart Dewar of the Dominion Public Weather office spoke on his experiences as

head of the weather station on Resolute Bay, Cornwallis Island, a post he assumed in 191*8,
He outlined the problems faced by the fifteen men who worked and lived together in complete
isolation? problems of supply, problems of amusement, and problems posed by environment,
Mr. Dewer illustrated many of his points with an excellent collection of slides? and

delighted his audience with a poem which he wrote during the months spent on Cornwallis

Island. In his closing remarks, the guest speaker turned to the question of possible
northern observing sites for the 1963 Solar eclipse, pointing up the problems and advantages
of observation in the Fort Simpson area.

The November monthly meeting of the Edmonton Centre
will be held at 8:15>pom, in the Queen Elizabeth

MEETING

Planetarium, Thursday, November 8th.

Following his

recent election, President Trainor will be in the

chair. Our feature speaker for the November meeting
is a well-known member of our Centre, Dr, H,W. Taylor
who will speak on Nuclear Reactions in Stellar
Interiors, In addition, Jim Harrington will present
another report on his latest findings regarding the
appearances of high-altitude noctilucent cloudSo
Ian McLennan will also present a progress report on
the acquisition of a new observatory for the City

NOTICE

of Edmonton,

A reminder that membership fees for the 1962-63 term are now due. It is urged that
all members submit their dues as soon as possible. The treasurer's report to the National
Office is a much easier task if he can include the complete list of paid-up members.
EDMONTON CENTRE COUNCIL MEETING....

An Edmonton Centre Council meeting was held Sunday evening, October 28th, at the
Planetarium, with Dr. Lynn Trainor in the chair. Others attending weres Ian McLennan, pastpresidentj vice-president Fred Jensens Secretary, Alex Stockwellj National representative,
Dr. D.R. Crosbyj Observers' representative, Bill Cablej H.J. Montgomery, librarian? Mrs,
Peggy Jensen, social convenors

and Franklin Loehde,

The main business during the meeting was the arranging of the program for the 1962-63

term. Although the program has not yet been completely finalized, the suggested speakers and
their topics indicate another interesting season of meetings to come.

Other business included a progress report on the establishment of an observatory in the

City of Edmonton,

It was the opinion of Council, that the R.A.S.C. should undertake the

responsibility of the preliminary architect's fees for the observatory design. This, of course,
will necessitate another fund-raising project. Up to the present time, previous STAR NIGHTS
have been quite successful, and a similar project in 1963 - on a much larger scale than those
planned before - could be the means by which this money is raised.

The Council appointed Franklin Loehde as Chairman of "Star Night, 1963." He will be
. pointing other members of the Centre to the committee, ,Other members of the committee will be

announced at the November meeting,

2>iVk^»4U£V <V-S<">*<^\&%-'

It should be emphasized that members of this committee will not be expected to stage a

Star Night - alone. The success of next year's venture will depend on the number of people who

work on it.

Star Night, 1963, could mean the difference between a dream and reality. And

Edmonton naad» that observatory.

L
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OBSERVER'S CORNER, &'

\

<ie»*-v^
The
observers in the Edmonton Centre recently staged another social get-together le young
your
at the home of Rickey Salmon. Festivities included bobbing for apples, and astronomical
word games. The boys were shown films by Mr. Salmon, before an observing session outside
the Salmon home.

The R.A.S.C. sincerely appreciates the generous hospitality extended to,

and the interest shown in, the young observers by Mr. and Mrs. Salmon, It is encouragement
of this nature that ensures the continued enthusiasm of these fine young men.

THE LEONID METEOR SHOWER....

Dr. Peter M. Millman of the National Research Council in
Ottawa has indicated he would like to have the Leonid Meteor
•

»

«'

Shower observed starting Fyjriqv- NflYPmhftT l6+h- after mid
night. The 1962 edition of the R.A.S.C. Observer's Handbook
lists the Leonid Shower with an hourly predicted singleobserver rate of 1$ meteors, spread over four nights.

Meanwhile, the November issue of Sky and Telescope says any
prediction regarding the Leonid Shower is simply guesswork.
The editor indicates the best procedure is taking returns

from the past two epochs,

"Good to excellent showers were

recorded in I898, 1901, and 1931 - and in 1932, to a lesser
extent.

Many fireballs were recorded in 1929.

If we add

33 or 66 years to these dates, we get 1961* and 1967, 1961*

and 1965, and 1962 respectively."

This apparent cycle, and the fact that the moon will be in
its last quarter phase, may make it a very good year to
observe this shower. If you are anxious to stay up in the

cold, past midnight, observing this year's display, avoid
the rush, and call us now. Franklin Loehde will be recruiting

members who wish to observe the shower at the Nov. meeting.

Incidentally, about a month from now, the second major meteor shower of the year will again

be seen. The Geminids this year, however, will be obscured to a great extent by a full moon.
The maximum number of Geminids should be observed on December 13th.

A reminder that ariyone seeing a bright fireball is asked to contact Franklin Loehde, or Bill
Cable regarding the proper procedure for recording the event. There are now special forms
available which are sent to Dr. Millman in Ottawa.

The most recent fireball report from an

Edmonton Centre member came from Walter Nacuk, at Thorsby, Alberta, who observed a brilliant
meteor towards the end of October. Both Walter Nacuk, and Walter Scheuerman of Ponoka, are
two of our most active country observers......and we always look forward to hearing from them.

The planet Venus, as you may have noticed in the past few days, is rapidly disappearing into
the glare of the evening twilight. It reaches inferior conjunction with the Sun on Nov, 12th,
becoming a morning star later in the month. During December, Venus will become a very prominent
object in the early morning sky.... several hours before sunrise.

",... For a breeze of morning moves,

And the planet of Love is on high,

Beginning to faint in the light that she loves
On a bed of daffodil sky.n
—

Tennyson.
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WHAT'S IN A WORD?

-rtETEOR"

....

A feature by George E. Williams.

In the American College Dictionary, 1953, we find the following definitions 1. A
transient fiery streak in the sky produced by a meteoroid passing through the Earth's

atmosphere? a bolide, or shooting star. (We can forgive the lexicographers for this last one,
as they are not astronomers.) Let us turn, then, for a more precise astronomical definition.
I quote Dr. Payne-Gaposckin in her "Introduction to Astronomy" - page 2kk% The accepted nomen

clature is as follows* The object itself is a meteor? the body in flight is sometimes called
a meteoroid? the fallen body is a meteorite. A fireball is bright enough to cast a shadow? a
bolide explodes with audible noise."

Meteors appear to be almost a numerous as stars - with some 100,000,000 of them bombard

ing the Earth daily9 being vaporized or burned to a fine ash by heat, and settling impercept
ibly through the atmosphere to add in the neighborhood' of 100 tons a day, to the vast bulk of
our planet. (This does not include microscopic meteors, the daily bag of these objects being
in the order of several times 10° I)
The main reason for this preamble is to bring to your attention another, and equally
correct definition for the term "Meteor,*

For many of us, with a strong tendency to use

strictly astronomical definitions for apparent astronomical words, it may be interesting to
refresh our memories, with the following definition and classification of METEORS, taken from
the International Cloud Atlas, published by the World Meteorlogical Association, Geneva,
Switzerlands donated to the Centre recently by Jim Harrington,
"... A Meteor is a phenomenon, other than a cloud, observed in the atmosphere or on the
surface of the earth, which consists of a precipitation, a suspension or a deposit of aqueous
or non-aqueous liquid or solid particles, or a phenomenon of the nature of an optical or
electrical manifestation.

Meteors are classified into four groups, namelys hydrometeors,

lithometeors, photometeors, and electrometeors, Hydrometeors are meteors consisting of an
jemble of liquid or solid particles (water) falling through, or suspended in the atmosphere,
blown by the wind, etc. Examples are rain, snow, fog, etc. A lithometeor is a meteor consist
ing of an ensemble of particles, most of which are solid and non-aqueous, examples being smoke,
dust storms, sandstorms, etc. A photometeor is a luminous phenomenon produced by the reflec
tion, refraction, diffraction, or interference of light from the sun, or moon. Common among
these are the corona - one or more sequences of colored rings centered on the sun or moon?

rainbow - a group of concentric arcs with colors ranging from violet to red, produced on a
"screen"' of water drops in the atmosphere - by light from the sun or moon. And finally, an
electrometeor is a visible or audible manifestation of atmospheric electricity.

come to mind are thunderstorms, and the northern and southern lights,"

Examples which

In view of the many relations to astronomical bodies in these above definitions, one

might say, in a sense, that a meteorologist is an astronomer. Although the real business of a
meteorologist is the correlation of atmospheric phenomenae and weather, we may sometimes wonder
whether an astronomer might be equally adept at making weather forecasts, in view of some others
we've seen!

With this, I will leave the weather forecasters to the contemplation of their stolen
science, meteorology. I hope no one takes me seriously, and that we carry on with the contem

plation of our own first love - astronomy.

G.E.W.
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